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Abstract7

Many higher education institutions use a policy for academic dismissal. In the Netherlands,8

the academic dismissal policy is such that students with fewer credits than a certain threshold9

after their first year, are expelled. This article employs the beta-binomial model to assess10

whether this method succeeds in filtering those who have potential from those who do not11

and what the optimal level of the threshold is. The model considers 13,234 students in three12

consecutive cohorts from around fifty different bachelor’s degree programmes at the University13

of Groningen. We found that demanding 45 out of 60 credits constitutes a fair threshold for this14

institution. Although a strict dismissal policy has only a minor effect on cohorts, it can have a15

major effect on specific groups of students. The software employed here is made available.16

Keywords. academic dismissal; binding study advice; beta-binomial model; study success;17

exam result analysis; data-driven policy18
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1 Introduction19

There are many undesirable ramifications when students in higher education take too long to obtain20

their degree. For example, low-achieving students are more expensive and they demotivate higher-21

achieving students. Improving the average time students take to complete a degree is important to22

students, because of the limited period for which they get financial support from the government23

and the negative effects of having a job on the side has on study performance (Beerkers et al.,24

2010). It is also important for educational institutions, because study progress influences society25

because of the demand for skilled workers with a college degree.26

Such improvements can be made by understanding student’s motivations. Knowledge on e.g.27

what causes drop-out and programme switching (Lassibille and Gómez, 2009; Breier, 2010, Belloc28

et al., 2010; O’Neill et al., 2011), what improves students’ attitudes towards their study (Ramos29

and Carvalho, 2010; Lechuga, 2011), what the influence of internationalisation is (Mamiseishvili,30

2012; Rientjes et al., 2012), etcetera, gives policy-makers important tools for identifying problem31

areas and introducing new policies to overcome these difficulties.32

Better understanding of student’s motivations gives policy-makers important tools for identi-33

fying problem areas and introducing new policies to overcome these difficulties. However, not all34

problems can be tackled by policy and it is unavoidable that there will be students with unaccept-35

able low progress. Many higher education institutions have set up some kind of academic dismissal36

policy that results in expelling all students that earn fewer credits than a certain threshold. The37

height of this threshold is usually decided upon on the basis of ad hoc arguments and expert opinion,38

rather than truly evidence based.39

According to Nakabo-Ssewanyana (1999), statistical data is an underestimated tool for higher40

education data management. In this paper we will employ a statistical model, the beta-binomial41

model, for modelling the performance of a cohort of students. We use this model to assist pol-42

icy makers in deciding upon such a threshold. We will outline the model in the context of the43

Dutch ‘binding study advice’ system. We show that the beta-binomial model is an elegant tool for44

institutional data analysis. Some papers have modelled a relation between indicators of student45

performance and study progress (cf. Goho and Blackman, 2006; Cohen-Schotanus et al., 2006),46

but not in the context of whether a certain threshold score is achieved or not.47
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1.1 The binding study advice48

In 1998, lawmakers in the Netherlands enabled higher education institutions to, under certain49

conditions, expel undergraduate students who underperform during their first year of study. Con-50

sequently, a majority of institutions have incorporated binding study advice (BSA) as a structured51

academic dismissal policy. The BSA has been under scrutiny of various peer-reviewed studies (cf.52

Gijbels et al., 2004; De Koning et al., 2013, Arnold, 2015, Eijsvogels et al., 2015). See Arnold53

(2015) for an detailed overview and history of the BSA. Our paper distinguishes itself from these54

works by having a different focus. The main research question is studying the effect of setting the55

threshold at a certain value, and advicing on what threshold constitutes a fair threshold.56

All Dutch, and most European, higher education institutions employ the European Credit57

Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS). Each degree programme consists of various courses58

with a combined study load of 60 credits per year. Most Bachelor degree programmes are three59

year programmes, thus consisting of 180 credits (ECTS). The BSA works in the following way (see60

Arnold, 2015, for a more detailed explanation and history of the BSA). Based on the number of61

credits a student achieves in the first year of a bachelor’s degree programme, X, and the BSA62

threshold B, there are two possibilities:63

1. X ≥ B: positive BSA. The student can continue to the second year without limitations;64

2. X < B: negative BSA. The student is expelled.65

The choice of B is up to the university and can change from year to year. Whether a student66

achieves the threshold or not depends largely on his or her skills and intelligence. However, there67

are other factors – for example, how well a student can adjust to the transition from secondary68

school to university, whether a student has an off day on the day of an exam, whether a student69

makes some lucky guesses on a multiple choice exam. Consequently, the number of credits a student70

achieves, depends both on skill and chance. The skill level is a latent variable: one can only observe71

the combination of skill and chance. It is reasonable to assume that, for large samples, the average72

effect of chance is neutral.73

In this study, we model the probability of achieving the BSA threshold, given a student’s skill74

level, in which skill is measured as a number in the interval [0, 1], with 1 reflecting perfect skill, and75
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0 reflecting no skill at all. We have chosen this parametrisation as this reflects the interpretation of76

skill as the probability of passing an exam; but other parametrisations (e.g. a N(100,15)-distribution,77

as with IQ-scores) would have been possible as well. With our scale, a threshold of B = 30 credits78

(out of 60), for example, corresponds with an average skill level of 50%. Due to this chance effect,79

there will be a certain amount of false positives – students scoring above B but having a skill80

level below B/60 and thus incorrectly passing – and a certain amount of false negatives – students81

scoring below B/60 but having a skill level above B/60, and thus mistakenly being expelled.82

For a given bachelor’s degree, we estimate the distribution of skill level among students, enabling83

the model to make inferences about both the individual and cohort levels.84

Some institutions have increased the BSA threshold over the years, assuming that a higher85

threshold would motivate students to work harder and therefore perform better. To our knowledge,86

there have been no previous studies of the effect of the BSA on study performance. Stegers-Jager87

et al. (2011) studied a precursor of BSA and reported that study behaviour did not improve after88

the introduction of the dismissal policy.89

We study this model based on three full cohorts of data from the University of Groningen. We90

study the effect the BSA threshold has both on typical students (notably poor, median and good91

students) individually and on the cohort as a whole. We do so because a minor change in the BSA92

threshold can have a large impact on individual students’ probability of achieving a positive advice93

even though the cohort as a whole seems largely unaffected. Although written in the context of94

the BSA, our model applies to modelling all forms of academic dismissal, and even to modelling95

cohort performance in general.96

2 Data97

The University of Groningen is one of 14 state-funded research universities in the Netherlands and98

is in the Top 100 of several international university rankings. It hosts close to 30,000 students in a99

wide range of bachelor’s and master’s degree programmes. During the period of data collection, the100

university consisted of nine faculties: medicine, law, arts, science and engineering, economics and101

business, social sciences, spatial sciences, philosophy and religious studies. The data set consists of102

data for three consecutive academic years: 2010/2011, 2011/2012 and 2012/2013.103
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Table 1: Breakdown of performance (number of credits obtained) of the three cohorts of students
started in the first year, in both frequencies as proportions.

ECTS Cohort

2010/2011 2011/2012 2012/2013
freq. prop. freq. prop. freq. prop.

0 156 0.037 178 0.039 137 0.031
1 to 14 205 0.049 218 0.047 172 0.039
15 to 29 263 0.062 287 0.062 239 0.054
30 to 39 177 0.042 241 0.052 137 0.031
40 to 44 337 0.080 370 0.080 92 0.021
45 to 49 370 0.088 391 0.085 464 0.105
50 to 54 424 0.101 459 0.100 467 0.106
55 to 59 479 0.114 512 0.111 531 0.120
60 1805 0.428 1943 0.422 2180 0.493

Total 4,216 4,599 4,419

Our data set consists of information on student performance and of information on course104

performance, but not on both simultaneously. For each degree programme and cohort, we have the105

frequency table of credits earned by students. For each course per year, we have the pass rate. Due106

to privacy issues in the data, we don’t know which students passed which courses.107

Degree programmes sometimes are discontinued and new ones are started. Therefore, the108

number of bachelor’s degree programmes is not fixed: it was 59 in the first two cohorts and 48 in109

the last one. For the year 2010/2011 there is information on 4,599 first year students, for the year110

2011/2012, there is information on 4,216 students, and for the year 2012/2013, there is information111

on 4,419 students. This information is summarised in Table 1. For each year, the average credits112

obtained are 47.47 (sd = 17.16), 47.19 (sd = 17.22) and 49.67 (sd = 16.19), respectively. On average,113

across all cohorts, students achieved 80.2% of their study load in the first year. The BSA threshold114

was B = 40 during the academic years 2010/2011 and 2011/2012 and B = 45 during 2012/2013.115

Comparing the first two years with the third year thus yields information on the hypothesis that116

a higher threshold motivates students to work harder. The average scores hint at this possibility,117

Section 5 elaborates further.118

Most degrees comprise about 10 to 14 courses (2 to 4 courses per quarter) constituting the first119

year programme of 60 credits. The number of courses offered per cohort are 775, 784, and 657,120

thus the average number of courses per degree programme is 13.14, 13.29, and 13.68, respectively.121
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A small number of students, 5% in 2010/2011 and 2011/2012 and 6% in 2012/2013, were exempt122

from BSA requirements because of hardship (e.g. bereavement); we excluded these students from123

the analysis. These are the only students that have been excluded from the analysis. Assuming124

that reasons as bereavement are unrelated to skill level, this exclusion will not bias our results.125

3 Methods126

3.1 The basic model127

We intentionally started with an oversimplified model and increased the complexity until sufficient128

fit was achieved. The starting model relies on two key assumptions:129

1. No between-student variation: among all students, the probability of passing a course is the130

same.131

2. No between-course variation: among all courses, the probability of passing is the same.132

Together, these assumptions imply that for every course and every student, the passing probability133

p is the same.134

The courses for most degree programmes have similar load. The optimal estimator (both OLS135

and ML) for this probability would simply be the average pass rate p. It is straightforward to see136

that this average pass rate p = m/60, where m is the average amount of credits obtained in the137

cohort under study. The following binomial distribution shows the probability of a single student138

passing exactly k out of K courses139

P(Pass k courses) =

(
K

k

)
pk(1− p)(K−k),

thus the probability of receiving a positive advice is140

P(credits ≥ B) =

12∑
k=dBK/60e

P(Passed = k).

However, not all degrees have courses of equal load. In general, a degree has K courses, with141

credit loads of c1, . . . cK , with
∑
ck = 60. Consequently, the binomial distribution still gives the142
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probability of passing k courses but the translation from courses to credits is less straightforward143

and computationally more demanding. For each course, there are two possible outcomes: passing144

or failing. Therefore, during the whole year, there are 2K possible outcomes. For each of the 2K145

distinct outcomes (j = 1, . . . , 2K), we created a vector mj = (mj(1), . . . ,mj(K)) with elements146

mj(i) being 1 if course i was passed, and 0 otherwise. We obtained the total credits for a certain147

vector by computing sj =
∑

k ckmj(k) and the probability of this outcome occurring is pj =148

p
∑

kmj(k)(1− p)K−
∑

kmj(k).149

Next, we created the 61 probabilities P0, P1, . . . P60 of obtaining the 61 possible cumulative150

scores via Pi = P(credits = i) =
∑

sj=i
pj . It immediately follows that the probability of receiving151

a positive advice is P(credits ≥ B) =
∑60

i=B Pi. Like before, in this unbalanced design, the optimal152

estimator is p = m/60. To find out whether this model is useful, the assumptions need to be153

checked.154

3.2 Assessing the assumptions155

As we lack information on individual results, we can only relax either the assumption of no within-156

student variation, or that of no within-course variation, but not both. In this section, we study157

which of these two assumptions should be relaxed.158

There are 743 distinct courses in our database. Most courses are offered in more than one159

year and various courses are part of more than one degree programme. There are 2,216 distinct160

combinations course×degree×year. The average number of participants per combination is 82.81161

(first quartile 17, third quartile 112) and the vast majority of combinations (69.9%) concern courses162

with a load of four, five or six credits. For the 2,216 combinations, the average pass rate is 0.895 (sd163

= 0.116). When weighting student numbers, this average is 0.886 (sd = 0.098); when weighting the164

credit-load it is 0.890 (sd = 0.120). Very exceptionally, courses had a pass rate of 0% and whenever165

this occurred the number of students was either 1 or 2. For roughly 30% of the courses, the pass166

rate is 100%, either because of a small number of enrolled students, or because the requirement for167

passing the course was easily attainable (e.g. attending a series of lectures rather than an exam).168

Half of the remaining 1,548 courses have a pass rate between 80% and 93% (one quarter below169

80% and one quarter above 93%). These statistics do indicate that differences in pass rate between170

courses are fairly small, at least for the majority of courses. It is reasonable, then, to assume there171
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is equality.172

The frequency table of credits earned by students tells a much more dispersed story. As Table173

1 shows, 44.8% of all students earned all 60 credits, 14.0% earned less than half the credits and174

41.2% earned between 30 and 59 credits. If the binomial model were correct, it would be much175

less likely to have a score ‘far away’ from the mean. For example, for a degree with 12 courses176

of five credits each, and a passing probability of p = .802 (the university’s average pass rate), the177

probability that a student would receive 60 credits is 7.1%, the probability of receiving fewer than178

30 credits is 0.4% and the probability of receiving between 30 and 55 credits is 92.6%.179

This dispersion is visible not only in the aggregated table for the whole university, but also in180

(nearly) all individual degrees. Therefore, we shall discard the assumption of no between-student181

variability and transform the basic model into the beta-binomial model accordingly.182

3.3 The beta-binomial model183

Model definition184

The beta-binomial model (BBM) is an extension of the standard binomial model. Under the beta-185

binomial model, we assigned each student i an individual passing probability πi, after we used the186

binomial distribution to compute the probabilities of passing k courses and/or achieving s credits.187

The BBM is well known in classical and Bayesian statistics, and has been applied occasionally in188

the educational and behavioural sciences (Wilcox, 1981) but, to the best of our knowledge, not in189

a setting such as this one.190

The two steps in the beta-binomial distribution are as follows. First, for each student j, we191

drew the student’s skill parameter πj from the beta-distribution192

πj ∼ Beta(α, β) =
pα−1(1− p)β−1

B(α, β)
, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1,

where B(α, β) is the beta-function with parameters α and β. The beta distribution allows for great193

flexibility in the shape of the distribution of student skills, as Figure 1 shows.194

Next, we considered this student’s skill parameter πj as the individual probability of passing an195

exam (where each course has the same passing probability πj). We applied the binomial distribution196
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Figure 1: Three parametrisations of the beta density, all with average passing probability α/(α +
β) = 0.8. For all three, the locations of the ‘poor’ (33rd percentile), median and ‘good’ (67th
percentile) student are indicated.

in the same way as in the previous section:197

P(Student j passed k courses) =

(
K

k

)
πkj (1− πj)(K−k).

Combining both steps into one formula, yielded the probability density function of the beta-binomial198

distribution199

P (Student passes k courses | α, β) =

(
K

k

)
B(α+ k, β +K − k)

B(α, β)
.

A beta-binomial distribution always generates values between 0 and 1. By adjusting the two200

parameters, both the mean value, given by α/(α + β), as the dispersion of values can be varied.201

Thus, we can set the parameters such that the dispersion is (much) larger than for the binomial202

model, which is a requirement for good model fit as the previous section shows. From the data203

we obtained the average pass rate of all courses in a cohort. The mean skill parameter of the204

cohort is set to this value by defining β = 1−p
p α, because this equation implies α/(α + β) = p.205

We reparametrised the model into two parameters: the average pass rate of the cohort p and the206

dispersion parameter α. This does not affect the model results, but it does improve interpretability207
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since p can be interpreted directly, whereas β can not.208

The interpretation of p is clear: the average pass rate. The interpretation of α is somewhat more209

complicated. Small values of α indicate highly dispersed data – i.e. a degree program with very210

bright but also very poor students – and large values of α indicate small dispersion – i.e. the students211

are much more comparable. The extreme case α =∞ coincides with no dispersion among student212

skills, and is thus equivalent to the basic binomial model. The BBM is therefore a generalisation213

of the binomial model of Section 3.1.214

Model estimation215

We estimated the parameters using the method of moments, which is an efficient method of esti-216

mation in the BBM (Tripathi et al., 1994; Best et al., 2010). For a degree with all courses of equal217

load and notation K as the number of courses, n as the number of students in a given cohort and sj218

as the credits student j earns, first we computed the first and second moment of the beta-binomial219

distribution:220

m1 =
1

n

n∑
j=1

sj
60/K

and m2 =
1

n

n∑
j=1

(
sj

60/K

)2

.

The average passing probability is p̂ = m1/K, the estimator for α via221

α̂ =
Km1 −m2

K(m2
m1
−m1 + 1) +m1

.

The estimator for β can also be written as a function of m1 and m2, but it is easier to directly222

compute it through p̂ and α̂ as outlined above, thus β̂ = 1−p̂
p̂ α̂. Next, the model can predict the223

probability that the student passes exactly k out of K courses via224

P(Pass k courses | K, α̂, p̂) =
Γ(K + 1)Γ(k + α̂)Γ(K − k + β̂)Γ(α̂+ β̂)

Γ(k + 1)Γ(K − k + 1)Γ(K + α̂+ β̂)Γ(α̂)Γ(β̂)
,

with Γ(·) the gamma function. We can compute this value for single students or we can aggregate it225

over all students in for a complete cohort to get an estimate for the cohort as a whole. Converting226

this probability to, for example, the probability P(sj ≥ B) is straightforward.227

Degrees with courses of varying size228

In case that not all courses constitute equal credits, it is still possible to apply the model and229

the estimate of p is still given by p̂ = m/60, but the estimation of α is less straightforward.230
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Figure 2: Visualisation of the iterative model-fitting procedure for the degree programme Business
Administration in 2011/2012. Left: empirical distribution function and best fitting cumulative
probability distribution functions of the BBM for various choices of α̂. Right: Relationship between
the chosen value for α̂ and the maximum absolute vertical distance between the empirical and
cumulative probability distribution function.

For each situation of passing k out of K courses, all
(
k
K

)
combinations of k different courses are231

computed, with their corresponding ECTS-total and probability. Because of this extra step, we232

need an iterative approach to estimate α̂. Using the bisection method we explored the interval233

(α, α) for possible values for α, for a given, fixed, value of p̂. For each value in this interval, the234

model fit is assessed. The α-value for which the maximal vertical distance between the probability235

distribution function and the cumulative empirical density function is smallest, is taken as estimator236

α̂. As boundaries of the interval, we chose (α, α = (0.01, 10)). All resulting degree programmes237

have their estimated α’s well inside these boundaries. Figure 2 demonstrates this method and238

clearly shows that the choice of optimal α̂ is fairly robust. The fit, measured in maximum absolute239

vertical distance, does not increase severely when deviating slightly from the optimal value for α.240

Consequently, we computed β̂ and all desired probabilities based on the estimate α̂.241

Section 4 shows that this model fits the data well and that there is no need for further model242

modification.243

Prediction through the model244

As the model allows for differentiation among students, it is informative to study different profiles.245

Because one degree programme might be easier or harder than another, or attract a different type246

of students, different degree programmes might have different (average) pass rates. Therefore, these247
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profiles are computed within a cohort. To maintain comparability among degrees, it was useful248

to work with a set of standardised student profiles. Section 4 uses the following three individual249

profiles:250

1. A median student, with πi = invBeta(1/2 | α̂, (1 − p̂)α̂/p̂), where invBeta(·) is the quantile251

function (i.e. inverse of the cumulative distribution function) of the beta-binomial distribution.252

This student performed better than half of his or her fellow students, and worse than the other253

half.254

2. A ‘poor ’ student with πi = invBeta(1/3 | α̂, (1− p̂)α̂/p̂). This student performed worse than255

two-thirds of his or her fellow students, yet better than the other one third.256

3. A ‘good ’ student who is characterised similarly through the 66.7th percentile point of the257

appropriate beta distribution.258

Because beta distributions can be asymmetrical, the median might be quite distant from the mean.259

In some exceptional cases, a ‘poor’ student might even perform better than the ‘average’ student.260

Therefore, we used the median as the measure of the centre.261

Furthermore, we explored different ‘cohort scenario’s’. Not only did we study the cohort with262

parameters that best fit the data, but we also examined the cohorts where p lay a small distance263

away either above or below from the ‘optimal’ p. In this way, we could examine the effects when a264

new cohort performed slightly better or worse than the previous one.265

Model aggregation266

Aggregating the results was achieved by taking the weighted sum of the appropriate degrees, weight-267

ing was done with respect to the number of students. Section 4 demonstrates this.268

4 Results269

Results for individual degrees270

To demonstrate our model, we selected three degree programmes: Accountancy, History and Math-271

ematics.272

Figure 3(a) displays the data for the 2010/2011 Accountancy cohort. As expected, the BBM273

clearly fits the data more clearly than the binomial model. A better fit is obvious as the binomial274
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Table 2: Overview of parameter estimates and model fit for the beta-binomial model and the
binomial model, for the degree programmes at the Faculty of Economics and Business in the
2010-2011 cohort. Model fit is measured as the sum of absolute deviations (SAD) in predicted
probabilities for the intervals [0, 5), [5, 10), . . . , [55, 60), 60 ECTS, accompanied by the χ2 fit statistic
(with 12 df) and the p-value. As the χ2-values for the binomial model are very large, we report a
lower bound.

Degree programme n Beta-binomial model Binomial model Estimates

SAD χ2 p SAD χ2 p p̂ α̂ β̂

Accountancy and controlling 56 .361 11.81 .461 1.309 > 105 .000 .56 .44 .35
Business Administration 503 .208 46.97 .000 1.135 > 106 .000 .83 1.51 .32
Business Economics 139 .273 17.12 .145 0.930 > 109 .000 .68 .69 .33
Econometrics & OR 49 .438 21.12 .049 1.032 > 106 .000 .81 1.15 .28
Economics & business 98 .179 10.17 .601 1.078 > 109 .000 .72 .57 .22
Fiscal economics 21 .394 7.13 .849 1.568 > 106 .000 .61 .28 .18
Technology management 41 .504 22.07 .037 1.596 > 103 .000 .85 .94 .17

model is a restricted version of the BBM and thus has less flexibility to fit well. However, the275

size of the increase in model fit is a clear indication that the model really fits better, and is seen276

throughout all degree programmes. Table 2 shows the fit for all degree programmes of the Faculty277

of Economics and Business for the 2010-2011 cohort. The fit of the BBM clearly outperforms that278

of the binomial model. The χ2-test for differences between the empirical and modelled frequency279

distributions provide huge values for the binomial model and much smaller values for the BBM.280

In 5 of the 7 cohorts, the estimated frequencies do not differ significantly (α = 0.05) from the281

observed frequencies. Similar patterns are observed for other cohorts and at other faculties (for282

brevity, these results are not shown). Also in Table 2 are the estimated parameters of the binomial283

model (p̂) and the BBM (p̂, α̂, β̂). The BBM not only fits better than the binomial model, but it284

also fits well.285

In a wide range of values for the BSA threshold B, the population model seems fairly smooth:286

an increase in five credits in B yielded a 4% to 5% decrease in the percentage of students achieving287

a positive advice. At the same time, Figure 3, panel b tells a different story. The figure displays,288

for the same cohort, the profiles of a ‘poor’, ‘median’ and ‘good’ student. A small increase in B289

could lead to a steep decrease in the probability of students achieving the threshold. For ‘good’ or290

better students – the top 33% – there was virtually no effect from the BSA threshold when B ≤ 40;291

these students were practically guaranteed of a positive advise. For ‘poor’ and worse students – the292

bottom 33% – the effect of the threshold was also flat for B ≥ 30: no matter the threshold, these293
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Figure 3: Accountancy, 2010/2011. Left: probabilities of obtaining at least B credits, set out for
a range of B. Right: probabilities for the three standardised individual profiles according to the
BBM.
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Figure 4: Population curves for the three cohorts for Accountancy (left), History (middle) and
Mathematics (right). (Note that the degree in Accountancy ceased to exist in 2012/2013.)

student would not make it. Thus, for thresholds in the range that is of interest to policy makers294

in Dutch universities, 30 credits (50%) to 50 credits (83%), only part of the students – roughly the295

middle third – are affected; the others either score below the lowest acceptable threshold or score296

above the highest acceptable threshold. Even so, overall, a slight increase of five credits for B had297

only a minor effect; when focused on the group of students for whom this effect was most strongly298

visible, this effect naturally became much stronger.299

In 2010/2011 Accountacy was a degree programme with poor results; the average pass rate300

p was only 55% (compared with 79% for the whole university that year). Figure 4 shows, from301

left to right, the cohort curves of Accountancy, History and Mathematics for all three years. The302

shapes are similar to that of the 2010/2011 Accountancy degree, but shift to the right, showing303
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that students were more likely to reach the threshold.304

As Figure 4 shows, there is year-to-year variation among the programmes. The variation be-305

tween 2012/2013 and the other cohorts, is possibly (partially) a result of the raised threshold. The306

variation between the first two cohorts is purely a result of other, unknown, factors. The difference307

among the pass rates for individual courses within these two cohorts often exceeded 10%, even308

when there were no major changes to the course programme. Table 3 displays the year-to-year309

variation, clearly showing that the differences between the first two years, both with threshold310

B = 40 were much smaller than between the last year (with B = 45) and the first two. The average311

pass rate per exam in 2012/2013 rose about 8 percentage points compared to the two years before,312

corresponding to about 4.7 to 4.9 additional credits. This might suggest that the increase of five313

credits in BSA threshold was nearly fully compensated for by better student performance, but it314

is not that simple. Like all universities, the University of Groningen actively works on improving315

its degrees. After 2011/2012, some of the poorer performing degree programmes were cancelled,316

merged into similar degree programmes or restructured. Of all the 743 different courses taught317

within all the degrees over the three years, only 254 courses (34%) were taught in all three years318

under the same course name and credit load. All other courses were either new or have undergone319

major restructuring. For the 254 ‘unchanged courses’, the average pass rate in 2012/2013 was 1.1320

percentage point higher than in 2010/2011 and 1.2 percentage point higher than in 2011/2012.321

These improved results correspond to an average increase in 0.64 to 0.74 credits, respectively, cov-322

ering only a minor part, 12.8% to 14.8%, of the increase of five credits in threshold. Thus, we323

can not infer that the change in the BSA threshold did not affect students because the students324

compensated the change by working harder. This compensation seems to be responsible for about325

one-seventh of the increase. The remainder of the increase in performance, seems to have resulted326

from degree restructuring as well as some random fluctuation or unexplained reasons.327

Theoretically, one could attempt to build confidence intervals around inferences for population328

curves such as those in Figure 4(left). In practice, however, this is very difficult as this would329

require e.g. detailed knowledge on whether in any of the degree programmes efforts have been330

undertaken to increase the studyability of the programme, as this might influence the pass rate,331

as well as unrealistically strong assumptions, such as a fixed variability in pass rate for all degree332

programmes. Because of this, we do not provide confidence intervals for the population curves for333
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Table 3: Variation statistics of the 48–59 Bachelor degrees. Top half: mean and standard deviation
of the estimated p of all degrees. Bottom half: out of the 47 degrees that were taught all three
years, the number of times the cohort had the highest to lowest pass rate.

Statistic 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013

Number of degrees 59 59 48
Average pass rate .780 .784 .860
SD pass rate .193 .156 .179

Highest 8 8 32
Middle 22 19 7
Lowest 18 21 9
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Figure 5: Details for the faculty of Economics and Business. Left: the population curves (lines)
for the three cohorts. Middle: (smoothed) individual curves for the two cohorts with B = 40.
The shaded areas range from ‘poor’ students (33rd percentile) to ‘good’ students (67th percentile).
Thick curves represent median students. Right: (smoothed) individual curves for the cohort with
B = 45.

our data.334

Aggregating towards faculty and university level335

The University of Groningen has approximately 60 different degree programmes. Applying the336

BBM to all the degrees would provide 60 population figures and 60 individual figures, such as those337

in Figure 3(right). This information is too detailed for someone who is interested in examining the338

performance of a faculty or the university as a whole. We condensed the information by aggregating339

over degrees through weighted sums.340

Figure 5 shows detailed results for the Faculty of Economics and Business, see Table 2 for an341

overview of this faculty’s degree programmes and their sizes. We computed the detailed results for342

the other faculties as well; summarized results are presented in Table 4. Most faculties had similar343
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Figure 6: This figure contains the same type of information as Figure 5 but applies to the whole
university. Note that, due to the fact that the results of the first two cohorts are so comparable,
the population curves overlap almost entirely.

curves, with the exception of Medical Sciences – which seemed to perform better – and Philosophy344

– which seemed to perform worse. Medical Sciences performed better because this faculty selects its345

students from a large pool of applicants (’numerus fixus’), whereas the other faculties more or less346

must accept anyone provided they have an appropriate high school diploma. Philosophy performed347

worse because it is very popular as a ‘second degree’ that eager students can take in addition to348

their main degree. Because the BSA regulations apply only for the main degree, such students are349

allowed to score below the threshold in Philosophy and consequently drag the performance of the350

cohort down.351

Figure 6 and Table 4 display the predictions according to the model on an aggregated university-352

wide level. From Figure 6(mid/right) we learn that the differences between cohorts with the same353

threshold B are much smaller than between two cohorts with a different threshold. Given that the354

results of each cohort are based on the data of over four thousand students, hundreds of different355

courses, and 48 to 59 different degree programmes, the probability that this finding is due to356

sampling variation is minimal.357

5 Discussion358

In this study, we used the beta-binomial model for analysing academic success under the Dutch359

academic dismissal policy, BSA. Our model is descriptive in the sense that it provides insightful360

summary of the performance of a cohort of students, given the detailed frequency table of credits361
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Table 4: Summary per faculty and aggregated to the university as a whole. For the three cohorts
(the first two with a threshold of B = 40, the third with B = 45) it computes the probability for a
median student to obtain a positive advice, as well as the proportion of the total cohort achieving
this advice; for three potential levels of the BSA-threshold. Reported values are percentages.

Faculty Cohort ‘Median student’ ‘Population’
B = 40 B = 45 B = 50 B = 40 B = 45 B = 50

University 2010 96.9 93.5 86.8 77.7 72.8 67.5
2011 98.7 95.3 87.9 77.9 73.0 67.6
2012 99.8 99.2 96.6 82.2 77.9 73.0

Medical 2010 100.0 99.6 98.2 87.7 84.0 81.1
Sciences 2011 100.0 99.9 99.2 89.9 86.7 84.0

2012 100.0 99.7 98.3 91.4 88.4 85.9

Religious 2010 99.0 95.2 88.2 71.6 67.1 62.9
Studies 2011 93.0 89.4 87.4 87.3 82.8 77.8

2012 100.0 100.0 100.0 91.0 88.7 86.3

Mathematics 2010 98.2 94.8 89.7 81.5 75.8 70.0
& Natural 2011 99.2 96.6 91.9 83.1 78.1 72.5
Sciences 2012 99.6 98.4 94.9 82.6 78.6 73.6

Social 2010 96.2 95.4 91.5 77.6 73.1 67.5
& Behavioural 2011 99.8 98.8 94.0 79.2 74.0 67.5
Sciences 2012 100.0 99.9 99.1 83.6 79.4 74.1

Arts 2010 97.3 92.4 84.0 76.2 70.9 65.5
2011 97.3 91.3 82.2 75.0 69.4 64.4
2012 99.5 98.6 96.1 78.7 74.2 69.6

Spatial 2010 99.8 98.8 94.7 83.0 77.9 71.2
Sciences 2011 98.1 93.5 81.6 77.1 70.2 61.6

2012 99.9 99.4 96.2 82.2 77.0 70.3

Economics 2010 95.8 91.8 84.0 76.2 71.3 65.3
& Business 2011 97.8 92.4 80.1 72.7 67.4 61.3

2012 99.9 99.4 96.6 81.2 76.4 70.2

Law 2010 93.7 85.5 71.2 66.5 61.5 56.5
2011 98.7 94.9 85.9 69.6 65.2 60.7
2012 99.8 98.7 94.2 76.8 72.0 66.9

Philosophy 2010 93.7 79.3 51.6 65.0 58.2 50.0
2011 95.0 83.4 60.3 62.9 57.5 51.2
2012 100.0 100.0 99.3 74.6 71.2 67.3
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obtained by that cohort. By comparing the descriptive summaries of different degree programmes,362

different faculties or different cohorts, one obtains useful information. Furthermore, the model363

can be used to carry out ‘what if’-analyses: e.g. ‘what would be the consequences if we raise364

or lower the BSA-threshold by, say, 5 ECTS?’. By taking subsequent cohorts into account, the365

‘natural variation’ that occurs between cohorts is taken into consideration, something that not366

always receives the attention it deserves (Boevé et al., 2018).367

We have shown that our model provides a very good fit for the data (Table 2). This model is368

relevant because of the growing interest in systems that filter the students that lack the potential369

(to finish their degree in time) out of degree programmes as early as possible.370

In essence, our model is a dimension reduction technique. The raw data consists of the course371

pass rates and the relative frequency distribution of ECTS scores and this, essentially, has 60372

degrees of freedom. Our model provides a smoothed estimate of the frequency distribution based373

on only two variables, p and α, a reduction of 58 variables. We showed that this two-dimensional374

approximation still is a very accurate description of the sixty-dimensional data.375

One of the main merits of our model is that it clearly distinguishes between the effect that a376

small change to the BSA threshold can have on a cohort versus that on individual students. It377

turns out that a threshold of 40 to 50 credits (out of a maximum of 60 credits) dismisses not only378

poor students – as is the intention of the BSA system – but also median students; in some cases379

even good students have a concrete risk of expulsion due to bad luck rather than lack of skill.380

This remark has important practical ramifications: policy makers should use caution in putting the381

BSA threshold too high. In addition, it is unavoidable that a small proportion of poor students will382

achieve a positive advice, even when the threshold is high. A parallel with statistical hypothesis383

testing is evident; one can alter the testing procedure (significance level, power, etc.) but there384

will always be a trade-off between false positives and false negatives. By applying a sensible line of385

thought, it is possible to minimise the false negative error rate for a given acceptable false positive386

error rate. This is comparable to e.g. medical decisions: when using a mammogram to screen for387

breast cancer, the medical specialist also takes into account the false positive and false negative388

rates.389

The same applies to the BSA; by applying a sensible line of thought, it is possible to minimise390

the number of students who are incorrectly not filtered out and those who are incorrectly filtered391
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out. The clear distinction in effect on a cohort versus specific groups of students is a valuable392

argument in the evaluation of academic dismissal policy. In general, the use of a model with393

empirical data is crucial to evidence based policy (Nakabo-Ssewanyana, 1999; Reale 2014).394

Correct filtering – that is, deciding upon acceptable false positive and false negative error rates395

– is the primary role of the policy makers of the educational institutes. Our model provides the396

policy makers with a tool to make an informed decision. Whatever the height of the threshold, there397

will be false positives and false negatives. Our model quantifies the amount of false positives and398

negatives, the policy maker should then decide which distribution of false positives/false negatives399

is ‘best’.400

Our model does not directly take into account a ‘learning effect’; raising the threshold might401

pressure the students to work harder and achieve better results. Consequently, it is possible to402

diminish the strong effects on individual students. Such pressure effect was also found by Arnold403

(2015) and Eijsvogels et al. (2015); the introduction of a BSA, whatever the level of the threshold,404

raises the average number of ECTS obtained (although correlational data alone are insufficient for405

causal claims). Without correcting for adjustments in the study programmes, we would find clear406

evidence of that effect in our data as well. However, after correcting for adjustments in course407

programmes, our data still hint at such a softening effect, albeit that this effect is only of a small408

size. It has to be noted that data from only one cohort following a threshold change are not enough409

to infer from with a high degree of certainty. These data might also be affected by the on-going410

efforts of a university to improve the education it provides. Successful improvements also yield411

better results.412

To gain knowledge on the future performance, we did a follow-up study. Here, we studied for the413

three cohorts described in this paper the average performance of all students in the second and third414

years of the degree programme. Obviously this data is censored: only those who passed the BSA-415

threshold were allowed into the second and third year. Table 5 shows the average performance in416

years 2 and 3, split out by performance in year 1. The performance in years 2 and 3 is systematically417

lower than that in year 1, which can be attributed to regression towards the mean. This table does418

not provide evidence that the thresholds held by this university were too high. At the same time,419

the table also shows that the performance of students in subsequent years is also not too low.420

As a rule of thumb, the university aims for obtaining at least 45 ECTS per year on average, as421
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Table 5: Performance of students in the second and third year of the Bachelor programme, measured
in average number of ECTS obtained. Students in the 2012-2013 cohort with fewer than 45 ECTS
were expelled and thus no second year performance is recorded for them. The last two rows
depict the number of students in each follow-up cohort, and the correlation of their second/third
year performance with their first year performance. All reported correlations have corresponding
p-values below 0.01.

Year 2 Year 3

Performance Cohort Cohort Cohort Cohort Cohort Cohort
Year 1 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013

40–44 ECTS 36 35 (NA) 40 40 (NA)
45–49 ECTS 42 41 37 46 42 43
50–55 ECTS 46 46 42 47 45 47
55–59 ECTS 50 51 48 51 46 52
60 ECTS 57 58 58 58 54 61

N 3306 3520 3493 2764 3081 3217
Correlation .41 .45 .42 .29 .26 .33

this implies finishing a three year programme within four years, which is considered an acceptable422

duration. Table 5 shows that year 1 performance is clearly associated with later performance, but423

that the association is far from perfect. Policy-makers should be reluctant with dismissing students424

purely on their academic performance in the first year.425

Throughout this paper, we worked with the same BSA-threshold B for all degree programmes.426

Although this now is current practice in Groningen, it is not a requirement. Should a university427

decide to do so, they can set the threshold different for certain degrees. This does not change how428

one can apply our model (except that aggregation over degrees with different thresholds introduces429

additional complexity for interpretation). The reason that the University of Groningen chose a430

fixed B for all programmes is threefold: (i) a unified approach leads to easier acceptance and431

implementation, (ii) easier communication towards (prospective) students, (iii) to avoid inequality432

between students.433

Data on student characteristics, such as nationality, gender, age, parents’ educational level, etc.,434

were not available to us (because of privacy-related issues). Should one have such information, it435

can, however, easily be incorporated into the model. One can for instance straightforwardly compare436

the performance of the male students in a cohort with that of the female students, simply by making437

separate plots for both genders. Alternatively, such variables can be included as covariates into the438
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model.439

A limitation of this paper is that we only report the results based on the data of one single440

university. The quantitative results presented here apply to the University of Groningen and cannot441

directly be generalised to other academic institutions. It would certainly be interesting to compare442

the results for the University of Groningen, presented in this paper, with those of other universities.443

To achieve this, the model presented in this paper, and the accompanying software, could directly444

be applied by other institutions.445

In this paper, we focused on a descriptive approach to our model. A limitation of the method446

of moments estimation applied in this paper is that derivation of standard errors and confidence447

intervals is not straightforward. Assessing the variability of the model, or its parameters, is a448

complicated technical issue. However, Wilcox (1979) has shown that the method of moments449

estimation of α and β (and thus, also of p) is O(
√
n) (with n the number of students in the degree450

programme), which implies better estimation when the sample size increases. Furthermore, the451

individual curves for poor and good students, presented in Figures 4, 5 and 6, could be seen as452

a construction of a 33%-confidence interval for a random student. In this paper we showed that453

the BBM convincingly fits better than a regular binomial model. As future research, it would be454

interesting to study whether the estimation can be further improved by using alternative parameter455

estimation technniques (Wilcox, 1979), alternatives to the BBM (Wilcox, 1981), or a random effects456

model (cf. Snijders and Bosker, 2012). Furthermore, by including student characteristics such as457

age, parental education level and nationality into the model – when such information is available458

– one can study whether academic dismissal policies like the BSA treat all students essentially in459

the same way or not.460

461

Software: the software developed for this study is available, free of charge, from www.casperalbers.nl.462

A short manual is provided with this software.463
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